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Abstract—Recent advances in the development of optical interconnect technologies suggest the possible emergence of optical interconnects within distributed shared memory (DSM) machines in the near future. Moreover, current developments in wavelength tunable devices could soon allow for the fabrication of low-cost, adaptable interconnection networks with varying switching times. It is the objective of this paper to investigate whether such reconfigurable networks can boost the performance of the DSM machines further. In this respect, we propose a system concept of a passive optical broadcasting component to be used as the scalable key element in such a reconfigurable network. We briefly discuss the necessary opto-electronic components and the limitations they impose on network performance. We show through detailed full-system simulations of benchmark executions, that the proposed system architecture can provide a significant speedup for shared-memory machines, even when taking into account the limitations imposed by the opto-electronics and the optical broadcast component. Index Terms—Broadcasting, optical interconnections, reconfigurable architectures, shared memory systems.



I. INTRODUCTION URRENTLY, metallic connections on printed circuit boards are the standard way to interchange data between processors and memory modules in large-scale multiprocessor machines. These high-speed electrical interconnection networks are running into several physical limitations such as signal attenuation, electromagnetic interference, and severe crosstalk [1]. Although recent developments of interprocessor communication technologies, such as HyperTransport [2] and Sun Fireplane [3] interconnects, can deliver high data throughput for the current generations of multiprocessor machines, it is widely recognized that replacement technologies will be required in the near future. In distributed shared memory (DSM) multiprocessor machines all the memory of the system is distributed among its
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nodes. Nodes can access memory on other nodes in a software transparent way. The interconnection network is thus part of the memory hierarchy, and therefore high network latencies cause a significant performance bottleneck in the program execution. Interprocessor communication is already one of the main bottlenecks in current multiprocessors. This situation will become worse in the future, a result of increasing clock speeds, the rapid growth in instruction level parallelism and the use of multiple cores per die and multiple threads per core [4]. Reconfigurability in this aspect will allow the system to rearrange the interprocessor communication network, in order to avoid congestion and form topologies that are best suited for the particular computing task at hand, thus allowing for a network topology that closely matches the traffic patterns exhibited by the current application. Optics is a great candidate to introduce fast interconnection networks in the architecture of the multiprocessor systems [5]. Using optical interconnects at the scale of link lengths found in multiprocessor machines (up to a few meters), an increase in connectivity and higher communication bandwidths can be expected, whereas the design of conventional electrical interconnects is limited by the tradeoff between interconnection length and bit rate. The high operating frequency of light tends to virtually eliminate frequency dependent cross-talk, and the inherent voltage isolation is also a highly demanded characteristic that will improve the signal integrity of the high speed communication channels. Finally, a very important aspect of optical interconnects is their inherent ability to switch the light paths easily in a data transparent way. This is paving the way towards adaptable network topologies. It is the goal of this work to investigate whether these reconfigurable optical interconnect technologies can boost the performance of a DSM machine even further. We specifically target mid-range commercial servers that are often found in corporate IT departments, with large database or application server needs. These are typically shared memory systems with 16–64 processors. We will evaluate through extensive and detailed simulations the possible benefits of a reconfigurable interconnection network, taking in consideration latency, contention, and overall performance of the execution of a set of parallel applications. We will furthermore assess how a practical reconfigurable optical network can be incorporated into DSM systems, presenting a diffractive component that can be used in the proposed optical interconnection design. Finally, we will integrate the limitations that this component would impose into the network simulations, for evaluating its adequacy with the requirements to be met.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of the current issues and technologies for reconfigurable interconnects in DSM systems. In Section III, we propose a design for implementing a broadcast-and-select reconfigurable optical interconnect, based on the concept of a low-cost selective optical broadcasting (SOB) element that allows for a flexible and scalable network clustering. In Section IV, the optical design of the component is described, and finally in Section V, we present the associated speedups such a reconfigurable scheme could allow for. II. RECONFIGURABLE OPTICAL INTERCONNECT TECHNOLOGIES A. Interconnect Requirements Within DSM Systems DSM multiprocessor designs include interconnection networks that provide communication between all the nodes in the system [6]. Data and control information—such as memory addresses from caches, or memory blocks to and from the processors—are interchanged at very high speed, using dedicated point-to-point links between pairs of processor nodes. In addition, some control information—like memory read/write requests or invalidations—is usually spread to multiple nodes over the network. This implies that the interconnection topology must be capable of easy data broadcasting while at the same time allowing for heavy data bursts between single node pairs. Implementing fully interconnected networks is unachievable for a large number of nodes. Different topologies arise (such as hyper-mesh, torus, tree. . .), balancing high connectivity with acceptable technological complexity. These topologies are hardwired, and as a consequence, the performance can vary greatly for the same architecture depending on the traffic patterns generated by the applications in execution. For this reason, an efficient adaptable scheme would result in a large performance improvement by dynamically adjusting the network topology to match the specific run-time requirements [7]. For example, one could connect the nodes in a three-dimensional (3-D) mesh when running an astrophysical simulation or as a tree when executing a sorting algorithm. Moreover, the hardware implementation of an optical interconnection network designed for the mid-range servers targeted in our study is restricted to two main factors: simplicity and price. As a consequence, the options for implementing such a design clearly leave behind most of the expensive equipment used commonly in telecom-grade reconfigurable optical networks, and the huge architectures used in massive high performance multiprocessors. So before we discuss in detail our proposal of a dynamically reconfigurable optical network architecture, we will first give a brief overview of the existing state-of-the-art optical switching technologies that can be adequate for the targeted systems. B. Overview of Optical Switching Technologies Optical reconfiguration has recently gained much interest, driving the development of a large variety of physical tuning mechanisms. The three major approaches used for optical reconfiguration are active tunable opto-electronic sources, specialty
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Fig. 1. Torus topology of the base interconnection network with some additional reconfigurable optical links. The numbers correspond to the different processor nodes in the network.



tunable optical modulators, and beam steering micro-optical electro-mechanical systems. In tunable opto-electronics the characteristics of the emitted light, like the wavelength or polarization state [8], can be tuned by changing the operating conditions such as the temperature, the current injection or the micro-cavity geometry with microelectromechanical (MEMS) membranes. Some of the more remarkable achievements in this field for optical interconnects are the advent of MEMS-based two-dimensional (2-D) tunable vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL) arrays [9], and the arrayed-waveguide-grating (AWG)-based tunable fiber lasers [10] for the high-end telecom market. The broadcast function can be implemented by a star coupler or beam splitting diffractive optical elements (DOEs) in free-space [11]. Wavelength selection can be obtained with selective resonant cavity photodetectors (RCPDs) [12], [13], tunable optical filters [14], AWGs [15], passive polarization sensitive DOEs [16], [17] or passive wavelength sensitive DOEs [18]. Another method for optical switching is to modulate the propagation of the light path instead of tuning the characteristics of the light sources in the network. In this way, tuning has been achieved by acoustooptic Bragg cells [19], with photorefractive crystals [20] or by using micro-fluids as the tuning element in waveguides [21]. Recently, liquid crystal (LC) components receive a lot of attention and are being used to make adaptive computer generated holograms [22] and switchable gratings [23]. A third approach for optical switching is the use of active freespace laser beam steering. Here, a MEMS micromirror-based device images a 2-D fiber array onto a second one [24], [25]. These devices are compact, consume low power and can be batch fabricated resulting in low cost. Examples of very high speed optical switches and with large port counts have been demonstrated recently [26]–[28]. III. RECONFIGURABLE OPTICAL INTERCONNECT ARCHITECTURE A. Proposal of the Network Architecture The proposed interconnection network architecture for the DSM system consists of a fixed-base network, arranged in a torus topology. In addition, a certain number of reconfigurable optical links are provided (see Fig. 1). They can serve as direct point-to-point connections between processor node pairs as reported in [29], or as a shortcut for the ongoing traffic flow between other nodes in the network.
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This setup, compared to the case where all links in the network would be used for reconfiguration, has a number of advantages because the base network is always available. It is therefore, impossible to disconnect parts of the network, greatly reducing complexity in the reconfiguration algorithms. Also, a minimum performance level is guaranteed, since the reconfigurable links may not always result in a shorter path and are even unavailable while the topology is being changed. A broadcast-and-select scheme is used for providing the reconfigurable extra links, because of its simplicity, and because it can be implemented with very low-cost optical and optoelectronic components. These components and the overall physical implementation of the reconfigurable optical interconnect (ROI) network are discussed in Section III-B. B. Reconfigurable Network Implementation The ROI enabled part of the inter-processor communication network consists of a tunable optical transmitter per processor node. In this way, each node can transmit data on a fixed number of wavelengths. This signal is then guided to a broadcasting element that divides the data-carrying signal to all (or a selection of) the receiving nodes. Each processor node also incorporates an optical receiver that is sensitive to one wavelength only. Hence, by tuning the wavelength of each transmitter we address the destination, and the newly created links will alter the topology of the resulting network. It is a challenge for the implementation of the ROI to avoid complicated switching devices or costly optoelectronics. VCSELs are attractive candidate optical sources for optical interconnects in general [30], primarily because of their low-cost mass production and testing on wafer-scale, low-power consumption, easy array integration and the rotationally symmetrical laser beam that can easily be coupled into the optical fiber while offering a small form factor for easy onboard integration. MEMS wavelength tunable VCSELs are an emerging extension to this technology and many technological issues have been solved in recent years. Therefore, we think that this type of devices might offer some opportunities for implementing cost effective coarse wavelength tunability in metro-area networks. This will give the necessary economy of scale to produce them in a cost-effective way. However, the arguments in this work are not constricted to MEMS tunable VCSELs and the use of other types of tunable lasers in the ROI network, such as Fabry–Perot or distributed feedback lasers, are possible. After the optical broadcasting in the ROI network, the optical signals can be detected by using RCPDs. This type of photodetectors is only sensitive to a very narrow band of optical frequencies since their wavelength selectivity is enhanced by a Fabry–Perot cavity. Transmission of the optical signals in our ROI network will happen by means of single-mode (SM) or multimode (MM) optical fiber. C. Design Challenges A number of limitations imposed by the opto-electronic devices affect the reconfigurability of the proposed system.



Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the complete reconfigurable optical interconnect with processors divided in groups of four per board. A processor node transmits data on one of nine wavelengths λ1, . . . , λ9. The optical broadcast element distributes the signal towards nine fellow processor nodes. Since every receiving processor node is sensitive to one wavelength only, the target processor node is selected by emitting at the appropriate wavelength.



1) The tuning speed of the transmitters’ sources is limited. This will set the reconfiguration rate. Since no signal can be transmitted during the switch, one needs to allow a minimal time interval between each topology change in order to obtain a beneficial adaptation. 2) The number of wavelength channels is limited. Given the need for low-cost devices with a relatively high tuning speed, it is reasonable to believe that the included tuning elements will exhibit a very limited number of wavelength channels, as a tradeoff exists between the tuning speed, the cost and channel count. In a previous exploration of the influence of the reconfiguration speed on reconfigurable network performance [29], we have found the switching speed requirements on par with recent MEMS-based tunable VCSEL achievements. In Section V, we will furthermore address the influence of the reconfiguration time on the proposed system. The restriction on the channel count, however, prohibits the use of a broadcast-and-select scheme in which all processing nodes (say over 64 nodes) are connected together via a single star-coupling element. We therefore, propose a selective broadcasting component that broadcasts each channel to only a limited number of outputs. Fig. 2 shows the concept of the proposed ROI network containing such a passive optical broadcast element. The fibers coming from the tunable sources of each processing node are bundled into a fiber array at the ingress of the SOB. The free-space optical component will then fan out each input optical signal to a 3 × 3 matrix of spots at the output side via a DOE. In that way each processor is capable of connecting to nine different channels. A scalable ROI scheme is thus possible using components with a low number of wavelength channels. The effect on the connectivity and the performance speed-up of such a scheme is measured in Section V.
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TABLE I GRATING CONSTANT AND INDEX OF REFRACTION IN FUNCTION OF DESIGN WAVELENGTH



Fig. 3. Photograph showing the capabilities of the DPW technology. The presented optical intra chip interconnection module combines alignment features, refractive microlenses, and a prism.



It is important to note that the mapping of the source node connections and the receiving nodes on the broadcasting component is now critical, because it directly determines the possible addressable nodes for every transmitting processor. The mapping of the possible connections between the nodes results in what we call the “placement matrix.” In Section V, we present computer simulations to find the best solution for this placement matrix.



In the following paragraphs, we investigate how we can integrate beam shaping and beam splitting diffractive optical elements within this component to enable selective optical broadcasting in an ROI network. When fiber bundles are used, an in-line-coupling scheme for the module is possible, but in combination with our dense 2-D fiber arrays fabricated by DPW, it is more favorable to have the source and exit node channels in the same plane at one side of the optical component. This approach results in a smaller form factor since the space occupied by fiber bending is minimized. The SOB component holds a 5-mm right-angled prism with a base surface of 5 mm × 7 mm. This allows the placement of up to 330 optical nodes at a nodes positional pitch of 220 µm. This number of channels is more than sufficient to wire 16 or 64 processor boards. In case an even larger port count is necessary, the ROI system can be scaled up by using several SOB modules in parallel.



IV. DESIGN OF THE OPTICAL BROADCAST COMPONENT A. Multichannel Free-Space Optical Interconnect Module as the Basic Design for the Selective Optical Broadcast Component Over the last few years, several free-space optical modules have been investigated at the research labs in the Applied Physics and Photonics Department at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel. These modules are capable of delivering high aggregate bandwidth through massive parallel free-space point-to-point optical interconnects [31]. Deep proton writing (DPW) is the core technology that is deployed for prototyping these components. The DPW is prototyping micro-optical technology [32] and involves the irradiation of poly-methylmetacrylate (PMMA) with a pencil-like proton beam followed by a selective etching or swelling of the irradiated zones. Selective etching results in high quality optical surfaces, or micro-hole arrays in case of proton beam point irradiations. We can also swell the point irradiations, resulting in large arrays of microlenses with dedicated focal numbers. As an example, we show in Fig. 3, a recently prototyped optical interconnect module that promises to bring optical interconnects at the intrachip interconnect level [33]. It consists of a combination of a thick commercially available glass prism with a plastic baseplate containing micro-lens arrays fabricated by DPW. The component images a dense 2-D array of source channels onto the corresponding channel array at the exit side via total internal reflection (TIR) on the prism facets. Microlens arrays are used to collimate and focus the optical beams through the component. The device can be made lowcost and our DPW technology has been shown to be compatible with current replication technologies [34].



B. Passive Optical Broadcasting by Beam Splitting DOEs We designed a phase-only DOE to achieve beam collimation and passive optical splitting in the SOB. Every source channel is fanned out towards nine diffracted spots in a 3 × 3 pattern configuration. The diffractive grating period Λ is calculated with the well-known grating equation (1) in such a way that the diffracted spots exactly fit on the exit fiber node lenses mλ . (1) Λ sin α = n In (1), the vacuum wavelength is denoted by λ, the index of refraction of the component material by n, the diffraction order by m and the diffraction angle by α. The lateral distance between the diffractive spots in the generated interconnect pattern is called the pitch P , which is equal to the receiving fiber channel pitch in the overall broadcast component. P is connected to the grating diffraction angle α through the optical pathway length (OPL) between the source channel and the exit node channel as given in (2) P . (2) OPL The OPL in the optical broadcast component is 8 mm (7 mm of OPL in the micro-prism augmented with two times the 500-µm microlens substrate thickness). The system channels are spaced at a distance P of 220 µm. We regard this as the highest channel density at which a mechanically stable fiber holder can be fabricated by using DPW. Using these values of P and OPL, we summarize in Table I, the calculated value of Λ for α = arctan
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the standard telecommunication wavelengths. It is also readily seen in (1) that Λ scales with the wavelength. Our system design wavelength of 850 nm thus imposes the most stringent demands for the fabrication of the DOE design. Adapting the system to the emitted wavelength of 1550 nm of other tunable sources will relax the minimal size of the basic diffractive beamshaping cell. The basic cell of the beam splitting DOE design (which is called the kinoform and has dimensions of Λ µm × Λ µm) is obtained with the iterative Fourier transform algorithm (IFTA) in the VirtualLab v.1.3 software package of LightTrans GmbH. The software uses the merit functions of the best diffraction efficiency (DE) and the minimal optical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to converge to a possible solution for the Fourier spot pattern generator. A good equal power division over the different diffraction spots is obtained. C. DOE Integration in the Optical Broadcast Component The diffractive kinoform covers the source channel side of the baseplate underneath the micro-prism. The refractive microlenses there have been replaced by their diffractive counterparts, thus embedding the optical fan-out functionality. Also, the refractive microlenses at the exit channel side are replaced by diffractive ones but without beam splitting functionality. The source and exit node microlens parameters are equal for symmetry reasons. The microlens diameter is 150 µm and the front focal length (FFL) is 335 µm. The distance between the broadcast component and the fiber arrays (called the working distance d0 ) is 350 µm. The value of these parameters was determined by maximizing the efficiency of initial point-to-point interconnect simulations and minimizing the power clipping loss in the first lens aperture. Using standard Gaussian beam propagation, the clipping loss at the ingress lens aperture was only 0.2% using SM fiber with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.12 (this corresponds to a source FWHM of 8◦ ). The clipping loss will increase to 16.5% if MM ingress fibers with a NA of 0.22 (this corresponds to a source FWHM of 15◦ ) would be deployed instead. D. Wave Optical Simulations With the use of the wave optical simulator, we modeled the SOB component from the ingress fiber facet towards the plane where the receiving fiber facets are located. The optical field was propagated with the Rayleigh–Sommerfeld method. The demonstrator component would require the addition of a reflective metal coating on the deflecting sidewalls of the prism to satisfy the TIR condition for all of the diffracted beams. The total sidewall reflection power penalty is estimated to be 0.1 dB, since metal coatings exhibit reflectivities up to 99%. The simulated efficiencies given in Table II, however, are obtained under lossless reflection conditions. The simulation sampling size was 500 nm. Simulations show that the focused diffraction spots of neighboring channels in the fiber facet plane enter the receiving fiber off-center. The oblique incidence of the higher order diffracted beams results in a slight lateral focal shift of 9 µm. The focal



shift δx observed in the simulations is in good agreement with the estimated value, according to (3) δx = FFLmicrolens tanα.



(3)



Since the nine foci of the surrounding channels have to be coupled into the same receiver fiber core, we need to use MM fiber with a sufficiently large core diameter of 62.5 µm at the exit side of the SOB. Wave optical simulations show that, when using SM fiber at the ingress side of the SOB, the total optical power in the diffracted spots is 93%. The focal spots are 6 µm in diameter. When deploying MM fiber instead, the efficiency of the SOB drops to 75.4%. In these idealized simulations, the diffractive designs are represented by their ideal continuous relief profile. However such complicated, asymmetrical surface designs can at present only be commercially fabricated at reasonable cost through binary lithographic and binary etching processes. State-of-the-art fabrication can involve a set of four-phase etching masks containing pixels with minimum feature sizes down to 1–2 µm. Using four-phase masks results in a 16-level discretisation of the height profile of the optical relief. The fabricated DOE will, therefore, only approximately come close to the idealized diffractive continuous relief profile design. With subsequent wave optical simulations we show that given these fabrication constraints, the efficiency of the SOB drops to 90.7% (SM fiber) and 73.9% (MM fiber) when 16-level phase quantization is taken into account. Additionally the SOB efficiency drops in the case of SM ingress fiber, towards 86.5% and 66.9% when 2- and 1-µm lateral pixelation of the designs is addressed. In case of using MM fiber, the SOB efficiencies are respectively, 67.9% and 48.4% (see Table II). We have furthermore performed some first order simulations on the thermal behavior of the SOB component, in which we assumed an isotropic heating of the component. The thermo-optic effect on the index of refraction of PMMA is −3.1 × 10−4 /K and the linear expansion coefficient is 7 × 10−5 /K. When the working temperature was elevated from 20 ◦ C to 50 ◦ C, we found only a small efficiency penalty of 0.2% in comparison with the values presented in Table II. However, a worst-case scenario including asymmetrical and nonisotropic heating of the component would demand for a full thermo-opto-mechanical tolerance study to be performed. V. ARCHITECTURE SIMULATION To evaluate the performance gain with the SOB device plugged into a real DSM multiprocessor server architecture, we have performed practical computer simulations by augmenting a commercially available system simulator with our reconfigurable optical interconnect design. A. Optimal Link Placement At first, we have investigated how the fibers should be plugged into the SOB component. We have determined an optimal placement, based on the following considerations. The latency of a packet across the network is a function of the hop distance, i.e., the minimal number of intermediate nodes (hops)
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TABLE II OPTICAL BROADCAST COMPONENT EFFICIENCY RESULTS BY WAVE OPTICAL SIMULATIONS



the packet must traverse before reaching its destination. On average, it is most beneficial for packet latency to create extra optical links between node pairs that are far apart in the base network topology. An optimal topology is hence one that has a minimal hop distance among all node pairs. With the proposed selective broadcasting scheme, nine additional nodes can be potentially reached in a single hop for every extra link to the SOB. At runtime however, only one of these nine nodes can actually be addressed since the transmitter on this node will be tuned to the frequency of only one of them. This means that the hop distance for the reconfigurable network will vary over time. Therefore, we have calculated the potential hop distance (the minimal hop distance over all reconfiguration possibilities) for every node pair as a metric for evaluating the relative performance of the different placements. We have implemented a simulated annealing algorithm to determine the best possible placement matrix in terms of total potential hop distance (summed over all N 2 node pairs). For the 16 nodes torus network case and the broadcast configuration towards nine neighboring nodes, our best placement results in a potential hop distance improvement of 40.8% compared to the average of 1000 random placements. This improvement increases as the number of nodes in the network increases. Performing the same optimization for larger torus networks resulted in more pronounced potential hop distance reductions, with an asymptotic value of 60% for very large networks. B. Simulation Environment We have established a full-system simulation environment based on Simics [35], a commercially available execution-driven multiprocessor simulator, that is capable of simulating complete computing systems, including the behavior of the operating system and the user loads. A more detailed description of our environment can be found in [36]. The simulator was configured to model a multiprocessor machine based on the Sun Fire 6800 server [3], with 16 UltraSPARC III processors at 1-GHz running the Solaris 9 operating system. We extended the Simics simulator with a module that simulates the interconnection layer of a 4 × 4 fixed network and the reconfigurable links. The models use contention and cut-through routing. The SPLASH-2 scientific parallel benchmark suite [37], as well as the Apache web server along with the SURGE request generator [38], were chosen as the workload applications for stressing the system under test. Since the proposed ROI scheme with the SOB scales well with the number of processing nodes, our simulation results would benefit from higher processor counts. Unfortunately, due



Fig. 4. In every reconfiguration interval, the system is monitoring the traffic flow, such that it can adjust the topology to accommodate the actual communication needs in the next reconfiguration interval.



to the extremely long simulation times, it is not feasible to perform simulations for the moment with more than 16 parallel processors. We have partitioned the simulated time in discrete reconfiguration intervals such that the topology changes take place at fixed times (Fig. 4). This interval, treconf , should be sufficiently short to keep pace with the changing demands made by the application, but it must be long enough to amortize on the cost of reconfiguration, during which the extra links are unusable. For now, we have not considered any downtime that occurs during network readjustments (selection process and optical switching, tse + tsw ), to keep the performance study independent of the chosen tuning technology. The congestion model is derived by viewing the network as an interconnected set of queues and servers, routed in a virtual cutthrough way, with some small packet buffering at each entrance of every processing node to avoid deadlocks. Adding waiting times over all links on the path of a packet gives us the total waiting time. We finally compute the average expected memory access latency, which is used as the performance indicator for the network [39]. We have furthermore assumed equal speed characteristics for the fixed and the extra reconfigurable optical links, yielding the same average per hop packet latency for both types of links. C. Simulation Results The impact of adding optical reconfiguration to a heavily stressed multiprocessor machine was measured. We have simulated different architectural scenarios, ranging from a situation in which no limits are imposed on the placement of the extra links, to our specific architecture using the SOB component. With these different simulations, we quantified the impact of each physical limitation our implementation is imposing. The metrics used are the performance speedup of the complete
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TABLE III RECONFIGURABLE ARCHITECTURE SIMULATION SPEEDUPS (RECONFIGURATION INTERVAL treconf = 100 µs)



execution of the applications, and the latency savings on the packet communications. There is a certain level of noise (2%– 5%) on the application runtimes, stemming from the initial state of the cache memories as well as other scheduled internal tasks of the operating system at the beginning of the simulations. The first simulated architecture is one in which 16 extra links can be added to the network. No limits are imposed on the choice on which of the 16 node pairs are connected at each time. Therefore, the 16 busiest node pairs can be directly connected by extra links and there is no limit on the number of extra links N that can end at the same node. After adding these links, latency is greatly reduced for a large percentage of the traffic, and the base network is relieved so that less congestion occurs. The relative improvement of the computation time of different benchmark applications is shown in the first column of Table III, using a reconfiguration interval of 100 µs. This solution is however far from a physical implementation, as it requires an extra optical transceiver for every link that potentially terminates in each processing node. In the worst case 15 extra links end at the same node, and therefore each node must have 15 optical transceivers. In the next stage, we gradually move from the ideal situation to something that more closely resembles the proposed architecture. In the second and third columns of Table III, we impose the limit on the system such that at most one or two reconfigurable links can terminate in each node (N = 1 or 2). This can be implemented using a small number of transceivers in each node, together with one or two broadcasting devices that can reach any destination in the network, such as using optical passive star couplers. Introducing this limitation greatly reduces the number of transceivers located in every processor node. It also means that sometimes, when a node is receiving a burst of traffic from different destinations, reconfiguration cannot fully accommodate the “star”-shaped traffic pattern by having all extra links terminate at the single aggregating node. This effect decreases the efficiency of the extra links, as the new channels are not always situated where they would be needed. As explained in Section III-C, such a solution is not scalable as the wavelength tunable sources will likely to have only a limited number of wavelength channels available. This is why we use a SOB element that only allows each link to connect to nine different destinations. Although our solution is easily scalable, it further restricts the number of node pairs that can be connected together. Light from one node can now only be



Fig. 5. Reduction of the network access latency for the case where two links can simultaneously end in one node (SOB, N = 2).



broadcasted to one of a limited subset of other nodes. This effectively clusters our nodes into (nondistinct) subsets. A direct connection between an arbitrary, highly communicating node pair may no longer be possible in all cases. However, if we choose these subsets of nodes carefully (by using an optimal placement matrix), we may still obtain a performance gain that is close to the situation using the star-couplers. The last two columns of Table III show the performance speedups when using the proposed scalable architecture, with one and two SOB element respectively, and nine possible destinations per link. As expected, the performance of the reconfiguration architecture is moderated, compared to the ideal case. Still, on average, our simulations show that with the SOB, as much as 70% of the predicted speedup with ideal passive star-couplers is maintained. These resulting 7.6% and 6.5% improvement can be perceived as low and thus not worth of the effort for implementing the architectural change. By only changing the networking capabilities, it is not possible to improve the overall performance by a large amount. This is due to the fact that many of the scientific benchmark applications spend considerable time in processing local data that do not require network transportation. Furthermore, a large part of the network access latency is also taken up by the SDRAM latency (100 cycles) at the memory banks, which we assumed to be constant in order to present a fair comparison. As a result, by even considering an ideal network with no contention and zero delay, you would find resulting performance gains that are in the same order of magnitude. However, as the size of the network and the processing speed increases, the bottleneck is shifted more towards reducing the network access latency. As there are no cost-effective improvements on the horizon to reduce the memory access time, the best we can do is to reduce the network delays as much as possible. We have furthermore included the reduction in the total network access latency in Figs. 5 and 6. Finally, we have explored the influence of the reconfiguration interval, i.e., the time between topology changes. Our study indicates that a reconfiguration interval of 10 ms is fast enough to follow most longstanding communication patterns (see Table IV), which is in accordance with previous studies [29]. The speedup for our set of benchmark applications does not change significantly for reconfiguration intervals between 100 µs and
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10 ms. Hence, we believe that it is possible to use the proposed reconfiguration scheme with slow (millisecond range) tunable photonics technology.
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